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Watch the video and do the exercises.

1 Dialogue 1 (0'10'') - Fill in the gaps.

Girl:

Mom:

Girl:

Mom:

Girl:

Mom:

Woman:

Mom:

Mom, I want some .

Okay. Where is the ?

It's  the flower shop.

Let's go.

Some minutes later.

Mom, where is the ?

I don't know. Hmm ... Let's ask that woman. 

. Where is the restroom? 

Go straight and . It's .

Thank you.

English Singsing:
Where is it?

https://t1p.de/whereisit

Restroom is another
word for ...

bathroom
bedroom
living room
toilet

2 Dialogue 2 (1'08'') -  
order the sentences. (1-10)

Excuse me. Where's the science
museum?

I don't know.

You're welcome.

Where is it?

Good idea!

Go straight. And turn right at the
bank.

I have science homework.

Thank you very much.

Let's go to the science museum.

Me, too.

3 Dialogue 2 (2'02'') -  
match the sentence halves.

Sally, can
you 1

Okay 2

Go to the
post 3

Where's
the 4

It's on 5

Excuse
me. 6

Go
straight. 7

Thank
you 8

very much.

Where is the
post office?

It's over there.

post office?

office, please.

Sejong Street.

help me,
please?

mom.

The science museum is ...

next to the bank.
opposite the shoe shop.
near the flower shop.
in front of the bank.

Mum wants Sally to ...

go shopping.
post a letter.
water the flowers.
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4 Song (2'56'') - listen to the song and write down the lyrics.

5 Rap (3'38'') - listen to the rap and repeat what the children say.

Sally wants to know
where the ... is.

restaurant
post office
bank
cafeteria

She has to 
go straight and ...

cross the street.
turn left.
take the first left.
turn right.

Jenny wants to know
where the ... is.

cinema
school
bakery
supermarket

She has to 
go straight and ...

turn left.
turn right.
cross the street.
take the first left.

The children don't
know the way to ...

the shoe shop
the restaurant
art museum

They have to turn
right at the ...

roundabout.
traffic lights.
crossroads.

6 Story (4'40'') - Fill in the gaps.

Pippi:

Tommy:

Pippi:

Pippi:

Man:

Children:

Pippi:

Annika:

Tommy:

Woman:

Children:

Children:

Pippi:

Guard:

Pippi:

Annika! Tommy! Look!

! Where is this doll?

In the museum! Let’s go to the museum.

They go to the museum on Pippi's horse.

Excuse me.  the museum?

It’s  the PamPam hospital.

Thank you!

Here!  PamPam Hospital.

Where is the museum?

Excuse me. Where’s the museum?

!

Thank you!

In the museum.

Wow! How nice!

Excuse me. Where is this doll?

Go  and turn .

. Let’s go.

Are the sentences true or false? 
Correct what's wrong.

yes no

Pippi has got a nice doll.

They go to the museum
by bus.

The man has got blond
hair.

Annika can't see the
museum.

A woman shows them
the museum.

In the museum they see
a nice painting.

The guard tells them to
be quiet.

Tommy breaks a vase.
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